For those who might have noticed, we have updated the Donations page. From now on, the JoS will accept crypto-only donations. That decision has not been put forth without a lot of thought, which was approximately considered for 2 years.

Crypto is very easy for the JoS to use and also helps the donors' way more too, it's way more flexible than other means of payment.

You can donate very easily, and even if Crypto might look a little intimidating to begin with [it is not that much at all], it is still a better way for anyone to donate. It takes a little familiarization to begin with. But from there on it's mostly all positives.

The enemy has had unequivocal control of this world's finances for centuries now. People cannot buy a bottle of water without literally having to go through a full-on control system. While Crypto has not changed this on a fully fundamental level, it has definitely more prospects to cause positive change in that regard.

Crypto is better. Not perfect, but better. It is the positive and financially ethical side to be into in history for the time being. Many people have asked about banking, like Revolut and so on - these look nice on the surface, but they don't respect people like "us" at all when it comes to actual payment processing.

We are living in dystopian times. Crypto on the other hand, does provide this opportunity.

While Crypto has become quite similar to banks [you require KYC or Know your Customer] and to register normally in a Crypto Exchange [as you would register to a bank, but it is way easier] this is only to be expected and nothing strange.

After this is done, one can buy Crypto, and to set up a crypto wallet to send money to, and then the JoS, is fairly easy. There are not only infinite guides online, but we might also of course create our own guide.

In the current climate of affairs, many people don't understand how difficult it is, emotionally and materially, to maintain the JoS. But that's not all of it, it needs to reach the specific goal set. There are many great plans that are happening, and
these require financing too.

Not everything happens with a magic wand in these cases. Another thing I have been told by Father Satan is, frequently when I asked about this, is that this will be the "work of many people". We are either in this together, or we are not. Individuals are the sum of a whole.

The enemy, takes things down by censoring finances, or making things bankrupt. One of the reasons they attack our sites all the time is to cause financial damage and time damage. The enemy doesn't care to spend 50,000$ or other amounts just to find then next attack vector and attack it, and in their eyes that is a good trade for let's say hundreds of SS not doing rituals against them.

This is one of the ways they act. Many Gentiles, are in the dark completely about how the world works, and yes, this world, does work on money. Rothschild or Soros knows this very well. We are in this world right now, and not in another world. And we have to succeed in this world.

Those who do not want to face this reality, do experience problems in their life. For the JoS to remain free as it always has, which it always will, then some people have to practice giving. As anyone who has done this would know, those who give are blessed by the Gods. That is because there is underlying necessity behind this task.

Oftentimes, people make up excuses as to not do the right thing. "It is too difficult to donate", "I need 1 more pair of socks and I cannot donate to the Gods", "I am too rich and therefore I don't have time" - the list goes. Nothing is too difficult, it takes 15 minutes to learn how to let's say, but Crypto.

I never needed one more pair of socks than I needed let's say something for the Gods. In contrast to Xianity, that preaches people throw anything in the fire for Jesus, the call here is to be sensible and understand what we are given and what we are given in return.

What has anyone gained from the enemy? Nothing. But what is the enemy gaining? Trillions and gorillions to give nothing but curses to humanity. That is looking like a fallacy to me.

I want the JoS to succeed, to remain free, and to be powerful. That is reasonably not a goal that can be achieved without the necessary amount of emotional power, sacrifices, but also financing. It is really that simple and natural to understand.
The importance of giving is more important than taking. Many people give here their time and energy for things to exist, I have done great sacrifices, way beyond what I would like to expand on in this post.

There is a hierarchy of giving. The most important thing one can give is their time and effort in creating things. Money however comes shortly after, as it also reflects a token of giving.

Over the years, I have seen people who had a single bottle of water give a drink, and people who owned a water extraction factory give nothing. Between the two, it is nothing to question which is the "Rich", and which is the "Poor".

Too many are poor, but they are spiritually rich, and too many are "rich", but they are morally and spiritually bankrupt. This is not to address those who are bankrupt. For those who consider this a virtue, remain bankrupt.

Personally, I don't want to go to the Gods and say that I had plenty of power to help their undertaking and literally did nothing, and I will consider it a given that I will likewise be treated in the same way when the "Karmic Wheel" will turn. And it always does turn.

Each exists in their own level of understanding. What is important is to exist in a way that reflects on other people, especially our own, positively.

What is even weirder, is that many people consider that Jews are "Stingy" and all this, and consider this a great strategy to life. The reality is, Jews are stingy when it comes to stealing from the Goy, not when it comes to themselves, families, building synagogues and all of this.

Jews aren't "stingy" with their own, they are stingy when it comes to "The Goy" not being allowed to massacre their finances. In the same way, you should look to defend your finances and what you have from the Jew, but to do the same towards the Gods, is foolish.

One will also understand, as their power grows, that power also grows when it is expanded, not when it is misused in a lacking fashion. To explain, it's better to teach yourself how to make 50$ more dollars, than to actually try to save up 5$.

For those who are clearly in a state of very deep poverty, you can get out of this through systematic use of spiritual power. But you must also apply yourself in learning about finances, because this won't come on its own.

The cases where luck is the only deciding factor in wealth, are very few in life, so
don't spend your time living in deceptions and start learning proper growth. More of this will be in future posts.

Below is the new page for Donations. While BTC can provide a pseudonymous donation, the XMR coin [can easily be bought from many exchanges] can be used to make anonymous transactions. Any other coin can also be accepted, just mail us at the given address here and we will be available.

Lastly, I want to thank these very few people who have understood the importance of this. Big or small, your gestures are appreciated. I do fondly believe the Gods will treat you in the same kindness, and as you give today, they will give you in your time of need.


-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666